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The key steps in any handicapping process include determining pace scenario (fast, slow, contentious),
understanding the track profile, and visualizing how pace will unfold early and late in the race. An eﬀective pace
handicapping process is essential for long term, consistent success. Because of the complex nature of pace
handicapping, Optixeq has developed OptixPLOT to help streamline and reduce the workload involved in developing
your overall handicapping process.
With the Del Mar and Saratoga race meets coming soon, understanding track profiles is extremely important and
helpful. Optixeq’s QuadSTAT product does just that. It displays track profile for general biases and is available for all
Optixeq tracks as part of your OptixPLOT purchase. It identifies which OptixPLOT run styles are being favored at a
particular track, surface, and distance. Please remember that Track Profile Analysis is only one part of a
comprehensive pace analysis. Each race will have its own unique pace dynamic that should be interpreted and
applied in context with the track profile.
A general overview of OptixPLOT follows. For a more detailed understanding of OptixPLOT and QuadSTAT visit
optixeq.com.
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What is OptixPLOT™ and how does it diﬀer from other pace
reports?

Quadrant 1 - Q1

Quadrant 2 - Q2

OptixPLOT™ is a multidimensional data-visualization tool that allows
horseplayers to analyze races in a completely revolutionary way. Players
quickly assess the pace dynamics of a race, while also incorporating the
traditional elements of handicapping— class, form, speed, and pace.
Through the use of proprietary data, horses are comparatively plotted on
a graph based on their relevant running styles and finishing ability in the
race. Players gain an “at-a-glance” view of how a race is likely to unfold.
Each OptixPLOT™ is unique because it evaluates each horse in that
particular race relative to every other.
What do the circles and squares mean?
Each horse on OptixPLOT is surrounded either by a CIRCLE or a
SQUARE. The geometrical shape and its size define a horse’s “Closing
Pace Velocity”; its relative finishing ability. CIRCLES represent horses
with average to weak finishing ability, while SQUARES represent
horses with average to strong finishing ability. Larger CIRCLES indicate
a weaker finishing ability of the horse. Larger SQUARES indicate a
stronger finishing ability of the horse.
What do the individual quadrants represent?
Each OptixPLOT™ is divided into four quadrants (Q):
•
•
•

Quadrant 3 - Q3

Quadrant 4 - Q4

•

Q1 represents speed horses with relatively solid 2nd-call pacevelocity times.
Q2 generally represents stalkers/oﬀ-the-pace types with
relatively solid 2nd-call pace-velocity times or sprinters stretching
out to routes.
Q3 generally represents speed horses with relatively weaker
2nd-call pace-velocity times or oﬀ-pace runners coming out of
slow pace races where they have been closer up than normal.
Q4 represents oﬀ-the-pace runners/deep closers.

2018 OptixPLOT ANALYSIS - DMR Track Profile
SURF

DIST

OBSERVATIONS/SUGGESTIONS

DIRT

6F

• Speed/Pressing types with relative strong late pace velocity (Q1 SQUARES) have very high Win% (27.2%) and slightly better than break-even ROI$ ($.01)

DIRT

6.5F

• Speed/Pressing types (Q1 CIRCLES) have an above average Win% (15.3%) and a high ROI$ ($.18)
• Q2 CIRCLES look like tosses for win unless their recent races don’t reflect their true current form

DIRT

7F

• Runners with better 2nd-call pace (4f) velocity (Q1, Q2) have a significant overall Win% advantage over Q3, Q4 (CIRCLES and SQUARES)

DIRT

8F

• Speed/Pressing types with strong late pace velocity (Q1 SQUARES) have the highest Win% (23%)
• Oﬀ Pace types with weak late pace velocity (Q4 CIRCLES) look like TOSSES for win unless their recent races don’t reflect their true current form
• Oﬀ Pace types with strong late pace velocity (Q3, Q4 SQUARES) have very strong ROI$ ($.23, $.37 respectively) and Q3 SQUARES have a well above
average WIN % (20.5%), so give strong consideration in races where pace is projected to be highly contentious and fast

TURF

8F

TURF

8.5F

• Late runners with relative weak late pace (Q2, Q4 CIRCLES) look like TOSSES for win unless their recent races don’t reflect their true current form
• Upgrade late runners with relative strong late pace (Q2, Q4 SQUARES), especially Q2 which had the highest Win% (24.4%) and ROI$ ($.22)

TURF

5F

• Don’t be afraid to play pricey speed/pressing types with relatively weaker finishing ability (Q1 CIRCLES) ROI$ ($.49)
• Relatively weak late pace runners (Q2, Q3 CIRCLES) look like TOSSES for win unless their recent races don’t reflect their true current form

• Upgrade runners with relative strong late pace velocity (SQUARES), especially Q2, which had the highest Win% (17.4%) and Q4 which has the highest
ROI$ ($.09); especially in races where pace is projected to be highly contentious and fast

2018 OptixPLOT ANALYSIS - SAR Track Profile
SURF

DIST

OBSERVATIONS/SUGGESTIONS

DIRT

6F

• Q3 SQUARES WIN% is above average (18.4%) and have a breakeven ROI$, so look for late closers or early speed/pressers with clean Q1

DIRT

6.5F

• Focus on runners with relative strong late pace (SQUARES)
• Q1, Q2 SQUARES have the highest Win% (26.6%, 23.7 respectively)
• Q2, Q4 SQUARES have very strong ROI$ ($.73, $.33 respectively)

DIRT

7F

• Speed/Pressing types (Q1 CIRCLES) and (Q1 SQUARES) have high ROI$ ($.23 and $.30 respectively) and Q1 SQUARES have the highest Win% (26.2%).
• Runners with relative weak late pace (Q3, Q4 CIRCLES) look like TOSSES for win unless their recent races don’t reflect their true current form

DIRT

9F

• Stalkers/Oﬀ pace runners with relative strong late pace (Q2 SQUARES) have very high Win% (28.8%) and very high ROI$ ($.60)

I-TURF

8F

• Focus runners with good tactical speed on average Quadrants Q1, Q3 perform best. Q1, Q3 CIRCLES have positive ROI$ ($.30 and $.91)
• Q3 SQUARES also have positive ROI$ ($.08)
• Runners with relative weak late pace and no tactical speed (Q4 CIRCLES) look like TOSSES for win unless their recent races don’t reflect their true current
form

I-TURF

8.5F

• Deep closers (Q4 SQUARES) have positive ROI$ ($.34), so give strong consideration in races where pace is projected to be high contentious and fast

TURF

8.5F

• Deep closers (Q4 SQUARES) have very high ROI$ ($.29) so give strong consideration in races where pace is projected to be highly contentious and fast
• Runners with relative weak late pace (Q4 CIRCLES) look like TOSSES for win unless their recent races don’t reflect their true current form

TURF

5.5F

• Speed/Pressing types with relative strong late pace velocity (Q1 SQUARES) have the highest Win% (23.2%)
• Don’t be afraid to play pricey Speed/Pressing types with relatively weaker finishing ability (Q1 CIRCLES) ROI$ ($.11) and Q3 SQUARES ROI$ ($.07)
• Runners with relative weak late pace (Q3, Q4 CIRCLES) look like TOSSES for win unless their recent races don’t reflect their true current form

